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Ops! - Non sarebbe dovuto succedere!

Spiacente, la pagina richiesta non esiste più.

Clicca qui per andare alla home page.
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The protection of your data is important to us and we love cookies only in the conference room.
                    


Deny all
Accept all
Privacy settings



Essenziell

Tools that enable essential services and functions, including identity verification, service continuity, and site security. This option cannot be declined.
                                                                    

Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                                                                    



PHP SESSION ID
Stores the current PHP session.
                                                                                                                    







Anonymous statistics

Tools that collect anonymous data about website usage and functionality. We use this information to improve our products, services and user experience.
                                                                    

Matomo
This is an self hosted web analytics platform.
                                                                                                                            
Show more details
Hide more details


Data Purposes

This list represents the purposes of the data collection and processing.

	Analytics
	Optimization


Technologies Used

 

	Cookies
	Device fingerprinting


Data Collected

This list represents all (personal) data that is collected by or through the use of this service.

	Browser language
	Browser type
	Device operating system
	Device type
	Geographic location
	IP address
	Number of visits
	Referrer URL
	Screen resolution
	Usage data
	Visited sub-pages


Legal Basis

In the following the required legal basis for the processing of data is listed.

	Art. 6 para. 1 s. 1 lit. a GDPR


Retention Period

The retention period is the time span the collected data is saved for the processing purposes. The data needs to be deleted as soon as it is no longer needed for the stated processing purposes.

The data will be deleted as soon as they are no longer needed for the processing purposes.
                                            







Save selection





However, we would like to use anonymous data to optimize our site and its contents for you. For this we use the web analysis service Matomo. The software runs exclusively on the servers of our website. A storage of the anonymized data only takes place there. Data will not be passed on to third parties. We would be pleased if you allow this and support us with it. You can read more about cookies here: Data protection declaration.
                                    Legale
Privacy







